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CTO_Augustus says:
::Gladius stands up and starts to head for the door, ignoring any Med techs and Doctors::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turns to look at the air-lock door, muttering to himself::

Host XO_Friday says:
::sitting at Tac2, waiting for a report on Augustus, and watching as the shuttle teams spread out::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::turns to look at the air-lock door, muttering to himself::

CTO_Augustus says:
::slipping his d'ktagh in it's sheath, and looking for his favorite phaser::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::watches as the gauge on the pressure chamber reaches 99%::

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: Sir! Sir, you can't leave sickbay, not until I discharge you

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Get that breather ready doctor

CTO_Augustus says:
::stands up and straightens his uniform, turning::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::Grabs a breather from the satchel at his hip::

CIV_Walker says:
::shifts around uncomfortably in his seat:: CO: The weather front is moving in fast on the away teams position.

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: Doc, I would have sworn that one of your techs said I was returned to duty

CTO_Augustus says:
::Taps his Comm badge::

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: Only I have permission to discharge patients in Doctor Kymar's absence, you heard wrong, Sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::as the gauge reaches 100%, hits the off switch and opens the door::

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Skipper, I have been returned to duty

CMO_Kymar says:
@::uses the Tricorder in his Medical EVA Suit and scans Fraelin inside, quickly putting a breather over his mouth::

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: Doc, no, I have an investigation to finish, and people on that planet I am going

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: I'm sorry, Sir, there are still a few more tests we have to run before you can be cleared. It will take an hour at least, then you can get back to the planet, Sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Lets get him to the safe area doctor ::grabs Fraelin's arm and hurries him back down the hall towards the safe area::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Still sitting in the center seat on the bridge in a trance::

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Given the amount of contaminants in the atmosphere we can expect a very low pH. In the long run we would be looking at corrotion damage and eutroification.

Host Fraelin says:
@::is rushed outwards not really sure he wants to go::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::jogs after them, reading off the information on his HUB and searching through his med-kit::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Snapped out of his trance by Walker:: CIV: Huh?

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: Doc, do you understand that it is a great possibility that this was done on purpose.  That someone killed those people down there?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits up:: CIV: What was that in plain english Mr. Walker?

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: I am needed there, and you can finish your exam in an hour or two you have my word on that

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: No sir, We don't hear much down in Sickbay. The Doc doesn't like us to think about whats going on, just on healing the patients

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::reaches the safe area and finds a place for Fraelin to sit down::

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Mass eutrophication. Quite disasterous for an ecosystem.

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: It is his responsibility, and decision, now please clear me

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Check him out doctor and then see what you can do for the other survivors

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Captain, I am ready to return to duty your orders sir

Host Fraelin says:
@::looks at the CEO::  Can we safely seal the ruptures?

Host XO_Friday says:
::stares at the screen, one of the few on the ship that is still Klingon, and the little blips spreading out across the surface of the planet. He doesn't really know what he's looking for, but to anyone else it looks like he's on top of everything::

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: ::thinks for a moment:: I don't know sir, if you die on the planet I will be held responsible....

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the MO::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and kneels next to Fraelin:: Fraelin: Hello, I am Doctor Kymar Dreml of the I.K.S. QIb, Can you hear me?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Our ship is attempting to do just that

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: Doctor, of course I can hear you,

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: If others die because of another explosion that I might be able to find, I'll be responsible, now please assist or step aside it matters not to me

Host Captain_Turner says:
*CTO*: Welcome back Lieutenant. Coordinate with Commander Friday on your orders. Turner out.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Taps badge::

CTO_Augustus says:
*CO*: Aye sir ::looks at the MO::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: The sooner we stop the leak, the better.

MO_McGreggor says:
CTO: OK Sir, but you have to wear this. ::attaches a medical sensor to the CTO's neck:: And give this to Doctor Kymar, it will explain that I've given you permission...::types out somthing on a PADD and hands it to the CTO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to Walker:: CIV: Suggestions?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COM: XO: Commander, any word on whether the phasers are able to seal the leaks?

Planetside, the rain begins a gentle fall

CTO_Augustus says:
MO: Your assistance is appreciated, McGreggor, and noted ::accepts the PADD and departs::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and injects Fraelin with a hypospray:: Fraelin: Good, that was just to hold off the effects of the gases if the containment field should collapse. Can you tell me why you were in the Gas Chamber over there?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Either the pollution stays in the atmosphere or it enters the waters, either way it's disasterous for life.

Host XO_Friday says:
COM: CEO: They should. Be careful though.

MO_McGreggor says:
 ::nods nervously and get on with his business::

CTO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Commander what is the updated situation and your orders sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Is there any way to prevent both from happening?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Given the dispertion of the compounds in the atmosphere, I would say no. It's going to rain.

CTO_Augustus says:
::heads for the transporter room one::

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: I was undergoing a therapy the doc wanted to try

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: Situation is mostly the same as when you were first injured. The team on the surface has recovered another survivor. As for orders, return to your previous post.

CMO_Kymar says:
@Fraelin: Therapy? What was wrong with you?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Contact Lt. Yammamato and see if he has any suggestions. We've got to try something.

CIV_Walker says:
CO: It's going to be a question of long-term damage control for the ecology of the area, as for the inhabitants, I would suggest they break out the umberellas.

CTO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Aye sir ::walks into the transporter room, and takes position on the transporter::

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO; It was a Nervous condition, he said he had read that it had been tried in Earth's 20th Century and it had worked then.

MO_McGreggor says:
*MO_D'oh*: D'oh, this is McGreggor. I have cleared the CTO for duty and he is about to beam down, will you keep an eye on his please?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COM: XO: Sir I would suggest using the ships phasers to speed the process up

CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO*: Augustus to Qtor, Commander I am returning to your position coordinatees please

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods:: Fraelin: It appears to have worked, i can read no problem with you on my tricorder

MO_D`oh says:
@ *McGreggor*: Understood, D'oh out!

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: We also have shaped charge collars to seal leaks with, they are over in that locker ::points::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Walkers snide remark gives him an idea:: CIV: Speaking of umberellas, is there any way we can create a planetary umbrella? A shield of some sort?

Host XO_Friday says:
COM: CEO: Understood, I'll get Walker on it right away. ::glances over at Walker to see if he heard::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COM *CTO*: Lock onto my coordinates Lieutenant

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: I'll be darned ::smiles::

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Not at this time, a shield of that magnitude would require more power than even our warp reactor can put out.

CTO_Augustus says:
::nods at the transporter chief and looks up to see Qtor standing almost in front of him::

CMO_Kymar says:
@Fraelin: Now we just have to save you from whats happened to your planet....

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::signals for one of the security people to watch over Fraelin::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Augustus reporting for duty Commander

Host XO_Friday says:
CIV: Walker, you hear what Q`tor just said?

MO_D`oh says:
@ ::comes running over to the CTO:: CTO: Sir! I was asked to watch over you by Doctor McGreggor, I intend to carry out his orders to the letter

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: I hope we can limit what is going on we have some very bad chemicals here.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Lieutenant...good to see you back on your feet. Do you think you can handle looking into what caused this mess?

CIV_Walker says:
::looks at Friday, blank:: XO: Uh.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Then forget contacting Lt. Yamamato and contact Commander Q'tor. See...........::Thinks the XO is on the same page as he is.::

CMO_Kymar says:
@Fraelin: I've read the report, i've estimated the casualties to be extremely high ::looks down in shame::

CTO_Augustus says:
@MO: This is for you then::handing him the PADD from McGreggor:: and you will not watch over me! understood?

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: Don't tell me that the elemental Florine tanks have ruptured?

Host XO_Friday says:
CIV: He thinks the ship's phasers will be able to slow down the enviornmental damage.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, may I have a word with you over here? ::Motions away from Fraelin::

CIV_Walker says:
::frowns:: XO: I can't see how.

MO_D`oh says:
@ CTO: ::reads the PADD:: No Can do, Sir :;stands next to the CTO, ready to follow him wherever::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Anything new as far as evidence?  Oh, don't worry about me I am fine

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods to the CEO and walks off with him, saying "One moment" to Fraelin with his hand::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Not yet...we haven't begun the investigation yet.

Host Fraelin says:
@::waits, concerned::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Noticing the XO is on a completely different page:: CIV: Maybe Q'tor can figure out how to boost our power or find a power source on the planet in order to create the shield.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CPO*: Jacin, I am back report

Host XO_Friday says:
CIV: Contact him and work together on this.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Commander, Fraelin asked have the Elemental Flourin tanks ruptured?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor, are we certain that this Fraelin is being honest with us?

Host Fraelin says:
@::walks over to a locker where  suits are revealed when opened::

TO_Jacin says:
@ *CTO*: Gladius we need you at the original site

CIV_Walker says:
::Still looks at Friday blankly:: CO: Uh... Even if we managed to get enough power, you know how many field emitters we'd need down there?

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Honest? Why would he have reason to lie. I could run a lie detector when talking to him if you wished...

CIV_Walker says:
::Just nods to friday and stands up from ops to go take a seat back at engineering so he's out of the middle of the bridge::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Commander are we still thinking that this was sabotage or did you find something to way that thought process

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Well I'm not going to just sit on my hands and do nothing. Get Q'tor on the horn and see what you two can work out.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: If this was sabotage doctor, would not the pressure chamber that we found him in be a reasonable place to stay safe?

Host Fraelin says:
@::takes down a suit and starts to suit up::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: True....but he could also be in there for the medical reasons he claimed...I could check the medical records and see

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: And how would he know to ask about the elemental Florine tanks?

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Good point, I will talk with him

CTO_Augustus says:
@::secures his face mask in place and leaves the shelter, and realizes that it is raining::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: That's what I want you and your team to find out Mr. Augustus

CIV_Walker says:
::settles back down in the Engineering seat::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Sees Fraelin putting on a suit:: Fraelin: Were you planning on going somewhere?

CMO_Kymar says:
@::taps out some buttons on his arm computer, setting the internal tricorder to look for signs of lies being told. Blood pressure, heart rate, facial heat etc::

CTO_Augustus says:
@CEO: Understood

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: I figure you will want someone to show you about, I am one of the operating Engineers for the plant here.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::walks over to where Q`tor is getting suited up and interrogated by Fraelin::

CIV_Walker says:
*AwayTeam* Q`Tor: Walker to Q`tor.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: That's quite alright. We have everything under control. Let the doctor here finish examining you

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: ::nods to Q'tor, saying its the truth::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Watches the activity on the bridge and listens to the comm channels::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*Walker*: Q'tor here

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Very well, but can I show you something on this whiteboard?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: Augustus here sir, can you have someone try to download the Comm links and logs sir?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Just one moment ::waits for comm from Mr. Walker::

Host Fraelin says:
@::walks over to a whiteboard and begins sketching a rough map ::

CIV_Walker says:
*Q`tor*: The Captain and commander Friday have asked me to ::pauses:: talk to you about any ideas about how to minimise the damage from the incoming storm front

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: I'll take care of that myself, stand by. ::begins transferring data to his tricorder::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::takes a look at the map:: Fraelin: I have been informed that the Elemental Flourine tanks are still safe and intact

CTO_Augustus says:
@*XO*: Thank you sir, might be vital info in them a clue of some sort

Host XO_Friday says:
::finishes the transfer:: *CTO*: You should have them all in your tricorder now.

Host Fraelin says:
@CMO: Good, but I want to give him an idea of where the dangers lie

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: *Walker*: You can begin, Mr. Walker, by using the ships phasers as welders and sealing up the ruptured storage tanks.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::looks at his tricorder, verifying the download::*XO*: Recieved thank you sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::walks over to Fraelin's whiteboard to examine his maps::

CIV_Walker says:
*CEO* Ok, but it may take a little while to configure the power settings.

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: Very good. Keep me informed Gladius. Friday out. ::cuts the comm and continues to monitor his little screen::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Here are the Elemental Florine tanks and associated Magnetic Generators.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::arrives at the site where Jacin is and the initial site of the explosion::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Here and here are the elemental Sodium Refuse Containers

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM:*Walker*: You have 5 minutes Mr. Walker

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Reviews the information Jacin and the team has recovered::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods to Fraelin, studying the map::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Before we go any further, let me ask you a question. If you were in the pressure chamber when the explosions occured, then how would you know where the danger lies?

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Here to here are the main trunk for controlls and power

CIV_Walker says:
::works at engineering to do some calculations for the maximum heat that should be applied to the structure for welding and the coinsiding phaser setting with it::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: What a mess. I don't remember signing up for this. ::Shakes head::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CIV*: Mr. Walker...when you are ready with phasers, standby

Host XO_Friday says:
::nods to the Captain without saying anything::

CIV_Walker says:
*AT*Q`tor: Ok.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander, we have found that most of the input valves had plastic and a timing device again common enough to get almost anywhere, but it happens to be Klingon

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: You have not answered my question Mr. Fraelin

CIV_Walker says:
::rolls allong on his chair to pick up a padd off the top of another console and downloads the specifications tot he PADD::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Those poor people. ::Shakes head again::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: I am one of the plant's operating Engineers, we are required to know every vavle and switch

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: A timing device? Are you saying that this was caused delibrately Lieutenant?

CMO_Kymar says:
@::hooks himself up with the medical computers on the planet and searches through the records of Fraelin::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: In addition according to our information it is very common, an open market trading item in the mining communities, very reliable

Host XO_Friday says:
::had been doing a good job up till now to just think of it as a planet, not a bunch of people:: CO: I know. ::frowns::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Would not your CEO require his people to know every knob in his engine room?

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:*XO*: COmmander can you assist with looking through cargo manifessts I am looking for timing detonators, Klingon manufactured any offically being brought here

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: that's all very well, but how would you know which tanks have exploded, thereby knowing where the danger lies?

CIV_Walker says:
::gets up out the chair, taking the PADD over to tactical, stoping just at the side, looking at the TO stood there::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::the medical records show information about Fraelin's nerological disorder and the fact that it kept him out of StarFleet. Searching deeper he attempts to find out the name of the disorder::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: I don't, but The CMO told me that the  FLorine ones hadn't, and if the Sodium one's had , we wouldn't be standing here

CIV_Walker says:
Tac: These are the calculations for the power settings we need on the phasers allong with a set of coordinates.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Why would a timing device be required on a valve?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander can we use the shuttles to assist in scanning for further explosive devices

Host XO_Friday says:
::glances again at Walker, still taking his sweet time despite the importance of his project, and almost mentions it to the Captain until Augustus comes through:: *CTO*: That's going to take a few minutes..stand by.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Do it

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Notices the strange look on the XO's face::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: When the devices went off in order the chemicals were mixed causing this event and disaster.  Other wise released individually, though acidic the damage would not be as severe

Host XO_Friday says:
::brings up all the cargo manifests for the planet they have and sets the computer to work on it::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Gladius orders the shuttles to start scanning and...::

CIV_Walker says:
*CEO* Walker to Q`tor, I've sorted out the calculations, they should be progammed into the firing pattern soon.

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Gladius PADD alarm goes off::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Gives the XO a "What's up." kind of look::

Host Fraelin says:
@ ::is slowly getting steamed ::

CTO_Augustus says:
@ *CEO*: Commander...

Host XO_Friday says:
::doesn't notice the Captain, he's busy looking over the computer reports::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: Very well. So perhaps you could tell me ::points to the diagram on the whiteboard:: If we used our ships phasers to try and seal up the ruptured tanks, what affect would that have here ::points to the diagram of the controls::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO* Go ahead Lieutenant

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander get ready for immediate transport

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM: QIb: Transport the CEO and his party away from their current location immediately

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands and walks over to Tac 2:: XO: What's up Commander?

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Gladius and his team start running toward the location::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: What's going Lieutenant?

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: There are a serious of explosives undetonated in your area

CIV_Walker says:
*CEO* I was also thinking, could we modify some probes and launch them into a low polar orbit to set up a temporary for of WeatherNet much like that around earth - but moe rudimatnary.

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: If we are very carefull just to seal the tubes it would be fine, too much power and you could blow a hole in the power and  or control cable, that would be very very very very bad

Host XO_Friday says:
::looks up at Turner:: CO: It's nothing major... ::glances again at Walker:: It's just the way Walker doesn't take any of this seriously...he's going to screw something up one day because he's too lethargic to actually work on it.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::relays Fraelin's info to Walker on the QIb::

CMO_Kymar says:
@;;takes a moment from his study and thinks: "wow, thats bad"::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks over at Walker:: XO: I know..........

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Can we move to that room there ? ::points to a room adjacent::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Leans over and whispers:: XO: Frankly the kid bugs the hell outta me.

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: If those devices go off it will be an explosion and allot of acid spray EV suits won't help much sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Still whispering:: XO: But the question is what do we do about him?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Shouts to everyone within hearing distance:: Prepare for emergency transport

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Emergency transport? why?

CIV_Walker says:
::gets the info from Fraelin on his PADD:: *AT* CEO: I've got your data, the phaser settings I configured should be low enough to prevent this... on your mark. ::glances at XO and CO for a moment, wondering what they are talking about::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::activates tricorder searching for detonation devices::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::transfers all the medical records of the planet to the Ship's Computer and gets ready for transport::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CIV*: Fire when ready Mr. Walker

Host XO_Friday says:
CO: There's nothing we can do right now, Savek assigned him here, basically because he didn't want him either. He's still not old enough to be on his own.

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:*XO*: Sir at these coordinates we have found explosive devices can you put up a containment field around them or transport them off planet

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: To the contrary, he wasn't old enough when he got here but he can do anything he wants now that he's of age.

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: I'm on it. ::receives the coordinates and locks on, beaming them all 50,000 kms off the port bow::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Qtor the pipes in there are really bad mixed together it would be a pretty sight but not a healthy one

CIV_Walker says:
::sits back down at Engineering and raises his voice to speak:: CO: Captain Turner? ::trying to interrupt::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: At first I thought I understood. He was assigned here as a minor and "had" to stay.

Host XO_Friday says:
::opens his mouth to continue, but Walker interrupts::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Still whispering and ignoring Walker for the moment:: XO: But now he can come or go and he still stays. Why?

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Why the emergency transport, Commander?

Host XO_Friday says:
CO: Probably has nowhere to go.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*QIb*:  Standby on that emergency transport QIb

CIV_Walker says:
::raises voice again, almost yelling accross the bridge:: CO: Captain Tuuuurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrner?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Explosive devices have been found in our immediate area

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:*XO*: COmmander can you seperate the devices..timers, explosives and so forth

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: I told the CMO of those a bit ago, they are for emergencies to seal pipelines off

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: There's always somewhere to go. Especially when you hate this place as much as Walker seems to. ::Grins::

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: Already done lieutenant. They are floating in distinct piles off the bow of the ship.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Annoyed::  CIV: What do you want?!

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander north of the plant we have found traces of what looks like residue from a Ferengi shuttle craft, I want to investigate that, in addition there are no more explosive devices currently detectable

CIV_Walker says:
::looks annoyed at Turner:: CO: We're ready.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Explosives? Are there any chemical tanks in this area?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: How does one seal off a pipe by blowing it up? And why would they need timers on them?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: For what?

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:*XO*: Sir can you send me a timer, and secure the other material properly for a closeup enalysis upon my return to the ship please

Host Captain_Turner says:
::So engrossed in the conversation with the XO he forgets their present situation::

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: They are shaped collar charges, they are meant to be looped about the pipe and set it and get away

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Incase you haven't been keeping up on current events we have a major ecological disaster happening down there, we're ready to seal the ruptured tanks that are venting gases still.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@ALL: Stand down from transport. Return to you immediate duties.

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Want to see one?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Understood Lieutenant. Get as much info as you can

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO*: Will do stand by. ::picks out a timer from the pile and beams it down 3 metres away from Augustus, then sets up a forcefield in the cargo bay, beaming the explosives onboard::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::mutters somthing about misinformation::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: Er.......uhm.........well just do it then Walker!

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Fraelin: yes I would...and what reason would anyone have for sabotaging this operation?

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM: *XO*: Recieved thank you sir::insuring that it is deactive Gladius picks it up and starts to scan it further::

CIV_Walker says:
::Puts on a very patronising tone:: CO: I think the order to fire phasers has to come from the Officer in charge...

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: As I have heard it ::walking to another locker and opening it:: The Ferengi and others have said something about unfair competition

CMO_Kymar says:
@::walks off somwhere to sit down and think:: Self: Explosives everywhere, I could be walking my last few steps for all I know...

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Knows Walker is just trying to get under his skin:: CIV: Fine then! ::Stands up straight looking at the veiw screen::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: On screen.

Host Fraelin says:
@::pulls out what appears to be a "necklace"  and hands it to the CEO:: Here is one for a 16" pipe

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: COmmander I have a detonator in my hands currently from your location, it is klingon in making

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Waits for the target to come up::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@*CTO*: Understood

CIV_Walker says:
::Sighs and puts a display of the firing pattern on the screen:: CO: Now, Captain, I think you're supposed to say 'Fire' to the Tactical Officer.

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: If you will note it is a series of shaped charges that will drive the pipe inwards to seal it

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: I and my team are curretnly inroute to the shuttle landing area to investigate

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::takes the "necklace" from Fraelin:: Fraelin: these are a Klingon design?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Glares that "Just give me a reason." look at Walker::

Host Captain_Turner says:
TO: On my mark.........

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM:*XO*: Transport us to these coordinates sir

Host Fraelin says:
@CEO: Yes, they  make there and have among the best prices and best reliability

Host XO_Friday says:
*CTO* ::locks onto Augustus' group:: On your mark.

Host Captain_Turner says:
TO: Fire!

CMO_Kymar says:
@::stands and gets ready::

CTO_Augustus says:
@COMM: *XO*: Energize sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: very good Liuetenant. Also, along with the eveidence you have found so far, I have other reasons to believe that the Ferengi may be behind this

Host XO_Friday says:
::transports the group to the new coordinates::

CIV_Walker says:
::Puts an arial view of the target site on the viewer and tries to clear up some of the distortion from the pollution, maximum magnfication::

CTO_Augustus says:
@::Scans the residue::

CIV_Walker says:
::looks at his console, mumbling "Very good.." inaudibly ot the captain::

CTO_Augustus says:
@*CEO*: Commander the initial findings indicate that the vessel left about 12 hours ago

The Phasers stab downwards and melt the ends of the pipes at the ruptured valves, as the covers to the trench start to melt they shut off
															           
							Pause Mission						           
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